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Introduction

Systemic steroids are commonly used treatments that have been studied extensively for lumbar
radicular pain, with overall negative results(1). However, very little evidence exists for the use of
systemic steroids for cervical radicular pain. The purpose of this review is to A) compile the current
literature on systemic steroids in the treatment of cervical radicular pain and B) analyze and grade its
effectiveness.

Materials and Methods

As the systematic review is devoid of patient identifiable information, it is exempt from IRB review
requirements as per Stanford Medicine policy.

Search Strategy:
We identified studies by searching two electronic databases (PubMed and Ovid Medline) and previously
known articles. We combined (using the Boolean Operator “AND”) the following search terms: “Steroid*
and Cervical Radic*” or “Steroid* and Cervicobrachialgia”. 

Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria:
We included all published articles involving cervical radicular pain treated with systemic steroids among
adult users (≥18 years old). Information extracted included: (1) study design (2) characteristics of trial
participants (3) diagnostic criteria; (4) treatment intervention protocol; (5) outcome measure; and (6)
follow-up time. 

Statistical Analysis:
Differences were evaluated across all included studies in addition to secondary outcomes, as defined by
the studies. 95% Confidence Intervals (CI) were calculated for two studies(2,3).

Results/Case Report



We identified a total of 1,345 articles (Figure 1), of which 476 were duplicates and an additional 862
articles were excluded after reading the title and abstract. The characteristics of the studies included in
this review are listed in Table 1.

Randomized Controlled Trials:
In 1993, Stav et al published results of a RCT evaluating the efficacy of IL epidural steroid injections
versus paraspinal IM steroid injections for refractory cervicobrachialgia(3). The IL group experienced
better relief with 76% [95%CI: 60 - 92%] of patients achieving at least 50% pain relief compared to
35% [95%CI: 13 – 58%] in the IM group (P<0.0377). At the one-year follow up, the IL group
experienced similar results with 68% [95% CI: 50 – 86%] achieving at least 50% pain relief compared to
12% [95%CI: 0 -27%] in the IM group (P<0.0004). 

In 2013, Ghasemi et al published results of a double-blinded randomized placebo-controlled trial
evaluating the efficacy of oral steroids for treating acute cervical radicular pain(2). The prednisone group
experienced greater reductions in NDI (35.7 ± 21.4 versus 12.9 ± 10.2, P<0.001) and NPRS (4.4 ± 2.7
versus 1.6 ± 1.2, P<0.001) as compared with the placebo group. Based on the minimal clinically
important change in NDI (NDI = 8.5), pain was improved in 76% (22/29) [95%CI: 60 – 92%] of the
prednisolone group and 30% (9/30) [95%CI: 14 – 46%] of the placebo group (P < 0.001). 

Retrospective Study:
In 2017, Crovo et al published a prospective study evaluating if pain reduction following oral steroid
treatment predicted pain reduction after an interlaminar cervical epidural steroid injection (ESI)(4).
Forty-nine patients (69% [95%CI: 58% - 80%]) reported success (greater than 0% in pain relief during
course of oral steroid treatment) whereas 22 (31% [95%CI: 20 – 42%]) reported failure.

Longitudinal Cohort Study:
In 1996, Saal et al published a study evaluating a systematically applied treatment program with
increasing intervention as further pain control was needed for patients with cervical radicular pain(5).
13/22 (59% [95%CI: 38 – 80%]) subjects achieved self-defined “adequate pain control” of symptoms
with oral prednisone, and the remaining 9 patients (41%) progressed to a cervical ESI. 

Retrospective Chart Review:
In 2006, Nortman et al published an abstract retrospectively evaluating the use and effectiveness of oral
corticosteroids for acute radicular pain(6). Of the 100 patients, 21 patients had cervical radicular
symptoms, with 11/21 (52%) having confirmatory evidence of radiculopathy (defined as MRI, EMG, or
objective clinical findings). After treatment, NPRS scores improved from 7.4 +/- 2.5 to 5.3 +/- 2.9
(mean difference 2.1 +/-2.8; 95% CI: 1.5, 2.6; P < 0.001), however scores were not stratified by
lumbar or cervical location.

Case Reports:
In 1999, Stitik et al reported on two patients with EMG confirmed cervical radicular pain after
manipulation via a salon sink while having their hair washed(7). Both patients were treated with a
methylprednisolone 24mg/day taper over 6 days, and both reported that their “symptoms resolved”.

In 2008, Mitra et al reported on two patients with radicular pain presumed to be caused by a perineural
cyst (one cervical and one lumbar)(8). The patient with cervical radicular pain was treated with an oral
methylprednisolone 24mg/day taper over 6 days. At 3-month follow-up, the VAS improved from 9/10 to
6/10, and the wrist extensor weakness had resolved.



Discussion

There are few studies that assess the use of systemic steroids for the treatment of cervical radicular
pain. The only placebo-controlled RCT, conducted by Ghasemi et al, reported greater improvements in
NDI (35.7 ± 21.4 versus 12.9 ± 10.2, P<0.001) and NPRS (4.4 ± 2.7 versus 1.6 ± 1.2, P<0.001) in the
oral steroid group compared to placebo. Stav et al conducted the only invasive RCT included in our
review, comparing IM steroid injections with IL epidural steroid injections(3). In this study, the ESI
group outperformed the IM group.

Using the GRADE classification(9), we found moderate quality evidence that oral steroids are superior to
placebo for the treatment of cervical radicular pain, however this is based on only one study. For IM
steroids, we found low quality evidence that IM steroids are inferior to ESIs. 

Based on one moderate-quality study, oral steroids are more effective than placebo. Based on one low
quality study, intramuscular steroids are less effective than epidural steroid injections. Additional high-
quality studies are needed to further evaluate the safety and effectiveness of systemic steroids as a
treatment for cervical radicular pain.
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